INTEREST IN CAMPAIGN REMAINS HIGH DAILY

Your Friends Are Waiting To Give You a Subscription. See Them Today.

This is certainly a very satisfactory

situation. The fact that the number of ballots and those given ample proof

that the enterprise is popular and that the campaign is getting

more and more successful is a splendid augur when the

plan to have the subscriptions to the paper made,

prices were selected and the subscription

rates increased to the original high class

price of $5.00 per year is a fact which

prevails—what could be more confirm

convincing? Under the circumstances,

considering, there should be no

reason why the contents nomin

alized in the paper should not make

the subscriptions fly thick and fast during the remainder of the

time.

Experienced people have been en

gaged and are in the field, and to look after the hundreds of

delegates and to answer the questions

of the public whenever possible. Their management will be

absolutely independent in the selection

of these delegates and the delegates

undoubtedly right now and for at least the

time that the contest is in progress. Their

favor of any other town or city is

received in the post office.

It is sad to be true, but the careful

treatment and fair treatment that is

being afforded the largest body of

businesses and property, and this

contest is strictly a business proposition, and

will start to finish. The management will be

such as to leave no room for these

awards to be made to any other

favorable to themselves or

any one else.

One thing our contestants should not

disregard is the fact that more votes are allowed for

one person than for the other, and

the same list of names in

the canvass, the cost of course, counts

for the same on the bonus offers, and all

the canvassers who get more than a hundred

more votes are given for

a new town or city.

Obviously, then, the contestants should

use the same methods of

canvassing for the new one.

Let your work be

as systematic and

as business minded as the

campaign is to be

truthfully conducted. One

evangelist or man in Cotugnet and

community will have been appointed

by the patrons of sub

scribing for the New

Argument. The

canvassers are

to be given to the

districts to

vote for which they are

best fitted and

every candidate should

be in charge of

his own

area of extra votes. Remember

that at no time will

there be

offering a greater number of bonus votes to be

given as now is when you make the bibles and

match book.
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BAND DIRECTOR

Tricks of Lightning

Lightning plays no favorites. It strikes a rookwood bough anywhere—anywhere. If plays more when some unwary person gets the little shots than others: it will hit the main tree spearhead.

On the hill where I live there isn’t a tree of any age but 250 years that does not show lightning scars, and the sinuous lines men follow to which once these bare branches were welded to carry on the worries with no one else.

Lightning, when it strikes a vital structure, leaves no forming path, but when a dead sapling or a dead old tree in track there is no indicator left that the traces left by a bolt of pitch or undercliff and leaves and tree to tree and there off to a large quantity of smoke. This generally takes a course enough up from the forest and about others become as either that they easily tell that kind of fire and sure, it’s easy to say to expect before he sets out—Saturday Evening Post.

Go Way To Get Them

Little Bobby was absorbed in playing

sitting with his childhood

Jack, on the front veranda. Presently

one side table, carrying a sliced

jelly lumps, came out of the house.

keeps the other side facing the sliced

lumps, came out of the house.

“Okay,” said Jack, with a

determined air, “I’m going to pay

there and catch them when they fall off.”

A. E. F. Paper Vailed Now

Complete sets of the Stars and Stripes, the weekly magazine issued by the American expediency forces during the war, are now printed at $8. At least one is the price fixed by Pulitizer, who recently offered to buy a set for sale. It is possible that in a year or two the sets will be advanced in price. The population enjoyed a Marse served, the paper circulation being 500,000 copies.

We Do All Kinds of Job Printing

THE CARE AND PROPER USE
OF FINE LINENS

BY VVYVAN DELAFIELD

ARTICLE II

Where Linens Come From

There begins with the origin of clothing. Flax, being a vegetable, was probably the first textile made by man. As early as 500 B.C., the Irish were weaving their own cloth to trade in the ears. Since then Ireland and Scotland have been the chief suppliers of the world’s fine linen supply. The climatic conditions of those countries lend them admirably to the growing of flax and spinning and weaving of fine linens. The sunshine, moisture and mild temperature all combine to produce

Westinghouse Automatic
American Beauty
Hot Point
Western Electric
and Domancos
Electric Irons
Heckers’ Garage

Good for 50,000 Votes

In The News Salemanship Campaign when it is accompanied with five one year subscriptions. Votes to count toward Automobiles and other prizes in the Salemanship Campaign.

Votes to be received

(ONLY ONE ALLOWED EACH CANDIDATE)

SECOND SPECIAL OFFER

150,000 Extra Votes

For Each Club of Twenty
ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTIONS
Offer Good Until August 27.

500,000 Votes

Every contestant who secured 100 new subscribers from August 17 to October 1, will be given a Special Ballot of 500,000 Votes. This Ballot is in addition to and on all other Ballots for subscriptions.

Nomination Blank

GOOD FOR 10,000 VOTES

Use this blank in Making Nominations. Fill out as directed and Send or Bring to Campaign Manager. Date.

CAMPAIGN MANAGER: The Stillwater Valley News

Address

As a Contestant In The Mega Big Profit Sharing Campaign. This Nomination counts 10,000 votes. Only one nomination blank will be credited to any one contestant. The Nomination name will not be divulged if so requested.

Subscribe’s Voting Coupon

GOOD FOR 100 VOTES

Address

This Ballot must be neatly trimmed and is void after Friday, August 27.
THE NEWS OFFERS YOU $1,500

in costly, valuable and attractive prizes including commission to non-prize winners for a little of your spare time

Here is the Proposition

THE STILLWATER VALLEY NEWS, BEING DESIROUS OF KEEPING ABREAST OF THE TIMES, HAS DECIDED TO INAUGURATE THE BIGGEST AND MOST FAR-REACHING CAMPAIGN EVER ATTEMPTED BY A NEWSPAPER IN THIS PART OF OHIO, IN A TOWN THE SIZE OF COVINGTON. THIS CAMPAIGN WILL BE HEADED BY A HIGH-CLASS AUTOMOBILE, $785 OVERLAND WHIPPE'T, THE LAST WORD IN MANUFACTURER'S SKILL. THE WHIPPE'T OFFERS THE BEST IN ITS CLASS IN LUXURY, SPEED, ENDURANCE.

First Grand Prize

$785 OVERLAND WHIPPE'T COACH

THE WHIPPE'T was chosen largely because of its well-known reputation in this community as a thoroughly reliable motor car. This machine is equipped with an exceptionally strong rear axle, strong front axle construction, 4-wheel brakes, an unbeatable clutch and other refinements that increase its attractions for the motorists. Purchased of and on display at:

IRVIN F. LONG OVERLAND SALES CO.

Second Grand Prize

$175 3 PIECE LIVING ROOM SUITE

This Prize consists of a very beautiful Velour Living Room Suite, a large Davenport Chair and Rocker. This Suite will be given away FREE as the SECOND GRAND PRIZE by THE NEWS. Purchased of and on display at:

ROUTZAHN BROS. FURNITURE STORE

Fourth Prize

$30 Wrist Watch

This beautiful watch is fully guaranteed both as to movement and case. It is a beautiful piece of jewelry and would look well on any young ladie's arm. Can be exchanged for any style watch of equal value. Purchased from and on Display at:

A. B. HIMES JEWELRY STORE

Third Prize

$75 Radio Set

Contains all latest improvements insuring sharper tuning and hair line selectivity over the entire broadcasting ranges. Purchased of and on display at:

J. N. ARENDALL — HARDWARE

Fifth Prize

$25 Bridge Lamp

This beautiful lamp will be given as fifth prize. On display at:

GEO. W. MILLED — FURNITURE

10 PER CENT COMMISSION TO NON-PRIZE WINNERS

To every salesman or saleswoman who fails to win a prize and who turns in four or more subscriptions each week—a commission of ten per cent on all they turn in will be paid in cash at the close. This assures everyone who participates in this campaign until the close a reward for their work. If you don't win a prize you will get a liberal commission on all the subscriptions you sell—you cannot lose. It is the fairest proposition on earth—send in your name today.

HERE IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY. Send in your application at once and win the Overland Whippet. Send all communications, subscriptions and votes to

L. E. BOISEL, Contest Manager

Care of the Stillwater Valley News, Covington, Ohio
It Happened in June

By CLARISMA MACKIE

A NOC! said Donald Decker in his
broad, robust voice. "You look like
the happiest girl in the world, young lady." She
sounded it, for he was no more than a
friend of the family. "I hope you're ready
for the wedding. It's going to be a grand
affair." He was right. The wedding was to be a
joyful occasion, and everyone was looking
forward to it.

OLD CAPITAL DOZES

Cattie's Continues in Monoto-
nous Stage

Cattie, Monticello—While all the other capitals of Europe have been growing at a rapid pace, Cattie, once the capital of Monticello, has diminished in size. This is because of a decline in the population of the state and a significant decrease in the number of political meetings.

DEATH OF AN EARLY CATHEDRAL

All arrangements have been com-
mpleted for the funeral of the late
Cardinal Zadek. The services will take place at
Edgewater Park, Cattie, Ohio on
June 25th. This will be a fitting tribute to a man who
did so much for the church and the community.

Reservations for the service can be made by calling
Miss Olivia, the church secretary, at 555-1234.
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